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The first human habitation in the Japanese archipelago has been traced to prehistoric times.The JÅ•mon
period, named after its "cord-marked" pottery, was followed by the Yayoi in the first millennium BC, when new
technologies were introduced from continental Asia. During this period, the first known written reference to
Japan was recorded in the Chinese Book of Han in the first century AD.
History of Japan - Wikipedia
Modern history, the modern period or the modern era, is the linear, global, historiographical approach to the
time frame after post-classical history. Modern history can be further broken down into periods: The early
modern period began approximately in the early 16th century; notable historical milestones included the
European Renaissance, the Age of Discovery, and the Protestant Reformation.
Modern history - Wikipedia
In recent years, the Business History Conference has sprouted several interest groups that have coalesced
around perceived needs. The first two, "Women in Business History" and "Business Historians at Business
Schools," meet informally over lunch at the annual meeting to discuss issues in the profession and to
network.The "Emerging Scholars" group began informally, but its leadership now ...
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